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Lost Planet 3 is an upcoming 2013 third-person shooter video game being developed for Microsoft
Windows, PlayStation 3and Xbox 360. The game is in development by Spark Unlimited and will be
published by Capcom. The game is the pioneer to Lost Planet: Extreme Condition and Lost Planet
2. The gameplay take place on the same planet as seen in Lost Planet 2 and Lost Planet: Extreme
Condition was, E.D.N. III albeit. As known the game takes a more story-driven narrative approach to
the campaign similar to the first game.

Lost Planet 3â€™s producer is Andrew Szymanski. However game series creator, Kenji Oguro is the
game director, the game yet will be developed externally by Spark Unlimited unlike its previous
games in the series which were developed internally by Capcom, this rules trend the fact that DMC:
Devil May Cry a Capcom game developed externally rather than internally by Western developers.

The game features E.D.N. III, an ice-age environment rather than the tropical environment we got to
see in any previous game, the game actually will be quite similar to the very first game with a story-
driven adventure. The gameâ€™s official trailer from its official website unveils its fortune success; a
cleverest game, the game gives the impression of amazing fun, awesome visit to the ice-age
environment planet will give the player a pioneer gaming experience I believe. The series takes its
place to a new interesting gaming experience, the game leans towards a whole new action world. At
E3 conference Capcom leaned to emphasize and make the people believe that the lost planet 3 is
all about action, and will be marked as an amazing game in shooting and adventures history.

PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale

PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale is an upcoming crossover fighting video game being developed
for PlayStation Vita and PlayStation 3. The game is being developed by SuperBot Entertainment in
union with SCE Santa Monica Studio and published by Sony Computer Entertainment.

The releasing date has not been confirmed yet but the game is supposed to get released in the end
of 2012. PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale gameplay concept is quite similar to that of Super
Smash Bros. series, in which there are different characters available to play with from different Sony
franchises such as Sly Cooper, God of War and some others, the gameplay will still differ in sense
of combat offered. The game will offer cross-platform feature that will feature play between
PlayStation Vita and PlayStation 3.

1-    Kratos, THE MORTAL BENT ON THE GODSâ€™ DESTRUCTION

2-    Parappa, SUCCESS WHEN HE BELIEVES IN HIMSELF

3-    Fat Princess, DONâ€™T LET HER SWEET, BUBBLY EXTERIOR FOOL YOU

4-   Colonel Radec, LEADER OF THE HELGHAST FORCES

5-   Big Daddy, RAPTUREâ€™S GENETIC EXPERIMENTS

6-    Nathan, WORLD-TRAVELING TREASURE HUNTER

7-    Sweet Tooth, PSYCHOPATHIC CLOWN
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8-    Sly Cooper, MASTER THIEF AND HIS GANG

The gameplay offers Sonyâ€™s characters from all over the PlayStation universe, Have fun by choosing
the one you admire or like the most to play with. The Game offers Cross Play game that offers a
real time play allowing up to 4 players to face off against each other through PS Vita or PlayStation.
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